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During my travels I had this pink yarn and hook in my bag and absolutely no patterns. So I just started to 

crochet and this is what came out of it.  

This is my first try of charting crochet pattern. It’s a little wonky and I’m far from mastering the program I used 

(SymblCro). If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Size: you can make it as big as you want. 

Material: Depends on size. I made very small shawl and used 500 yards /460 meters of Egyptian cotton.  

Hook size: depends on the yarn you choose 

Pattern notes: 

Both small and big circles are started from the chain of 8 stitches. 

Only three types of stitches are used: 

● Chain stitch 

● Double stitch 

● Slip stitch 

Joining the motifs. I join the motifs as I go using slip stitch. Big circles are joined with 8 slip stitches 

when making doubles. Small circles are joined to big circles with 2 slip stitches.  

Directions: 

I started my work from neckline and then worked row by row to the top. Small circles I crocheted after 

all big circles were finished and attached to each other.  

Each row must have odd number of big circles. Join as many big circles to a row at neckline as big shawl 

you want to make.  

Below you find schema: 
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Chart: 
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Finishing: 

Weave in the ends. Wash the shawl and block it – that will make the stitches look more even and 

overall the shawl will look nicer.  
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